
liquid ceramic

YOUR  
IMAGINATION 

IS THE  
LIMIT.



MiYO - MAKE IT YOUR OWN!
With the paste-like MiYO liquid ceramic, monolithic restorations can be 
designed with aesthetics and depth effects that are only known from layered 
restorations - with considerably less time effort. The minimal layering thick-
ness of only 0.1 - 0.2 mm prevents chipping.  
 
Another special feature of MiYO restorations is their unique light dynamics. 
Due to the scattering of light, there is no shadowing as known from stains. 
Therefore, MiYO restorations look natural in the mouth and not only on the 
model. 
 
Versatile applications make MiYO a real game changer for your restorations: 
Either MiYO pure - colour and structure - or the smart hybrid technique - the 
combination of MiYO and InSync ZR layering ceramic. 
 
Discover MiYO for your lab today! 



Natural aesthetics and depth
effects with unique light
dynamics - no shadowing.

Only 0.1 - 0.2 mm layering thick-
ness, therefore no risk of chipping.

Detailed design of natural effects for teeth and gingiva. 
MiYO Colors can be applied wet-on-wet without bluring.



Achieve dynamic 3D effects with 
MiYO Structrue without cut-back. 
Design individual surface texture, 
tooth shape and occlusal contact 
points simply with a brush.

Pre-fab, homogeneous pastes 
for reproducible results and 
easy handling.

Colour, shape and effects are visible directly 
when applying MiYO and do not change after 
firing.

Raise the brightness value by 1-2 levels with the Value  
Enhancers Lumin or Lumin plus, lower it with Smoke or  
Slate without losing any characteristics.

Smart hybrid technique - MiYO 
Color masses in combination 
with veneering ceramics.
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Copper

MiYO Translucent 
Body Shades | fluor

MiYO Translucent 
Value Enhancer | fluor 

MiYO Translucent 
Effektmassen | fluor 

MiYO  
Halo | fluor

MiYO  
Mamelon | fluor

MiYO  
Color | fluor

MiYO  
Structure | fluor

GarnetClementine

BlushIce

LinenSnow

PumpkinCoralWheat

AutumnSpring

SunflowerColbaltSageStormLotusStraw

SlateLumin+LuminSmoke

Shade DShade CShade BShade A

Ghost HT EnamelHT WindowEnamelWindow

Raspberry Midnight

CrimsonFlamingo Plum SorbetMerlot Salmon ThistleSable

RougeFrost Orchid

GarnetCarnationMiYO pink 
Translucent | no fluor

MiYO pink 
Color | no fluor

• MiYO Kit  |  + MiYO Color+ Kit  |   z  additional masses 

Venule
(Pulver)

MiYO pink 
Structure | no fluor

MiYO pink Kit  |  z  additional masses 

Fissure
(Pulver)

Choose either the MiYO „Standard“ Kit or for even more creativity the MiYO Kit Color+.  
The MiYO pink Kit offers everything you need for gingiva restorations.  
All kits include Glaze Paste and Stain & Glaze Liquid.

MiYO & MiYO pink | Kit configurations



Our SERVICE for you
SERVICE is not only written in capital letters for us, but also lived in this 
way. Because we want our customers to become real MiYO fans. 
So we offer the right support depending on your needs:

• Online demos where the practical application of MiYO and MiYO pink is 
shown live.

• Training videos, information on furnace programming and much more  
in the customer portal at www.miyoworld.eu

• Technical support for quick help via mail or telephone.

And best of all: It‘s free of charge!

Accessories
High quality brushes and tools with 
exchangeable tips.

Learn more ...

Jensen Dental GmbH 
Gustav-Werner-Str. 1 
72555 Metzingen, Germany
info@jensendental.de
0800 857 3230 | 07123 92260
www.jensendental.de 

www.miyoworld.eu

shop.jensendental.de


